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These are the most-read Science News stories of
2021
Science News drew over 21 million visitors to our site this year. Here’s a rundown of the most-read
newspaper article and long checks out of 2021.
Top newspaper article
1. Spaceport station detectors discovered the source of odd ‘blue jet’ lightning

Instruments on the International Space Station found the origins of an odd kind of lightning called a blue
jet. The unusual bolt is triggered by a “blue bang”– a flash of brilliant blue light that might be caused by the
rough blending of oppositely charged areas within a thundercloud ( SN: 2/13/21, p. 14).
2. A newly found quasicrystal formed in the very first atomic bomb test

The very first atomic bomb test, in 1945, created a strange, glassy product called trinitite– and within it, an
uncommon kind of matter called a quasicrystal. Quasicrystals’ atoms are set up in an organized structure
like typical crystals, however the structure’s pattern does not repeat ( SN: 6/19/21, p. 12).
3. An Indigenous individuals in the Philippines have the most Denisovan DNA

The Ayta Magbukon individuals in the Philippines set the record for the greatest recognized level of
Denisovan origins– about 5 percent of their DNA originates from the ancient hominids. The finding
recommends that numerous Denisovan populations separately reached Southeast Asia and interbred with
Homo sapiens groups that showed up countless years later on ( SN: 9/11/21, p. 16).
4. Astronomers might have seen a star gulp down a great void and blow up

In an initially, astronomers saw an uncommon double cosmic cannibalism: A star swallowed a great void
or neutron star, which then gobbled that star from within, leading to an amazing surge ( SN: 10/ 9/21 &
10/23/21, p. 6).
5. Frog skin cells turned themselves into living makers

Skin stem cells plucked from frog embryos arranged themselves into mini living robotics, called
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“xenobots,” that can swim, move particles and even self-heal. Xenobots might one day serve a helpful
function, however ethical concerns require to be thought about ( SN: 4/24/21, p. 8).
Top function stories
1. New drugs that obstruct a brain chemical are video game changers for some migraine victims

A class of drugs that prevents a neurotransmitter called calcitonin gene-related peptide is assisting some
clients who struggle with persistent, devastating migraines ( SN: 3/27/21, p. 16).
2. Einstein’s theory of basic relativity revealed a vibrant and strange universes

Albert Einstein’s basic theory of relativity has actually acted as the bedrock of our understanding of the
universes. In the last 100 years, researchers have actually verified its most extreme forecasts, consisting
of great voids, gravitational waves and a broadening universe ( SN: 2/13/21, p. 16).
3. Chemists are reimagining recycling to keep plastics out of land fills

No matter individuals’s devotion to arranging and recycling plastics, the majority of still wind up in garbage
dumps due to the fact that the products are too challenging to change into beneficial brand-new items.
Some chemists are attempting to alter that ( SN: 1/30/21, p. 20).
4. Psychology has actually had a hard time for a century to understand the mind

In the last 100 years, psychologists and other social researchers have actually gone into the muddy
“science people” and established clashing theories about human idea and habits. From the untidy,
controversial research study flowered insights into what makes human beings tick ( SN: 8/14/21, p. 18).
5. Fossils and ancient DNA paint a dynamic image of human origins

From the Taung Child to Lucy, the last century of paleoanthropology has actually sketched a rough
timeline of how human beings happened. Researchers now concur that human development has its roots
in Africa, however lots of secrets in our history stay to be fixed ( SN: 9/25/21, p. 20).
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